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Abstract

Security in collaborative peer groups is an active re-
search topic. Most previous work focused on key man-
agement without addressing an important pre-requisite:
admission control, i.e., how to securely admit a new
member. This paper represents an initial attempt to
sketch out an admission control framework suitable for
different flavors of peer groups and match them with
appropriate cryptographic techniques and protocols. Open
problems and directions for future work are identified
and discussed.

1 Introduction

The current proliferation of group-oriented applica-
tions, protocols and services triggers the need for spe-
cialized group security services and mechanisms. Ex-
amples of popular group-oriented settings abound: IP
telephony, video/audio conferencing, file sharing, col-
laborative workspaces, and multi-user games. Group
settings are clearly very diverse. Some, such as con-
ferencing, require synchronous operation, while others,
such as peer-to-peer file sharing, operate in a discon-
nected, asynchronous manner. Communication mod-
els vary as well: from the one-to-many or few-to-many
(e.g., GPS) to any-to-any peer groups (e.g., Gnutella).

The need for, and the importance of, group secu-
rity mechanisms has been recognized by the security
research community and, in the recent years, the topic
has become quite popular. However, the bulk of prior
work is in the context of large multicast-style groups
with one (or few) senders and many receivers. In this
setting, it is natural to assume or impose a centralized
authority (be it the sender or an on-line trusted third
party) that can perform security chores, e.g., key man-
agement, admission/access control and member authen-
tication. Such an authority may be group-specific or
group-independent and its existence makes it relatively

easy to implement security policies and mechanisms
[18, 17, 22]. However, due to their peer nature, some
group settings exhibit unique properties and require-
ments.

In this work we focus on admission control mecha-
nisms for peer groups. As the name suggests, a peer
group is characterized by a flat structure meaning that
there is no hierarchy among members and all members
have identical rights and duties. In other words, there
is no underlying assumption of a centralized authority
that provides security services such as access control or
key management. Also, many types of peer groups in-
volve any-to-any communication. As a result, security
in peer groups presents a formidable challenge. Lack of
centralized authority typically entails the involvement
of all group members in tasks such as key management.
As evidenced by prior work in peer group key manage-
ment, it is very hard to design multi-party, multi-round
protocols that are – at the same time – secure, efficient
and robust [20, 4].

Although an important issue, peer group admission
control has been largely overlooked in the past. With
the exception of the Antigone project [22], most prior
work in peer group security has focused on key manage-
ment and authentication. However, without admission
control, key management alone is rather useless. Con-
sequently, our goal is to start by developing a frame-
work for peer group admission control and, in doing
so, analyze and propose a set of security mechanisms
suitable for different peer group flavors.
Scope and Limitations: This paper is concerned
only with peer group admission control and does not
address the more general (and important) topic of group
security policy. In the following, we assume the exis-
tence of group policy and do not deal with either spec-
ification or negotiation of group policy. In an effort
to keep our contribution general, we avoid, wherever
possible, mentioning the particulars of the peer group
environment. This includes, features such as: network
protocols, operating system details, mobility as well
as size and power of system components. Finally, any
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and all enumerations or lists found in the paper are not
meant to be exhaustive but should be treated as exam-
ples. We recognize, as many before us have, that where
policy is concerned, full enumeration of possibilities is
impossible.
Organization: In the next section we motivate the
need for two basic elements: group charter and group
authority. Then, sections 3 and 4 set the stage for
the framework by discussing the important variables
and dimensions in admission control. The framework
is presented in Section 5. The rest of the paper deals
with group-based admission control. Sections 6 and
7 focus on voting-like admission methods and discuss
several types of candidate signature schemes. Section
8 provides a brief overview of related work and Section
9 identifies some topics for future work.

2 Basic Elements

Before developing the admission control framework
we first make a case for two important basic elements:
group charter and group authority.

Our initial and obvious observation is that any peer
group must have a well-defined procedure for admitting
new members. Admission policies can be arbitrary and
enumerating them is not useful. However, prospective
group members must be able to get a clear idea of how
to gain admission. This triggers the need for some form
of an electronic document codifying admission rules.
We refer to this document as a group charter. In sub-
sequent section we will discuss the potential format of
a group charter and its role in concrete admission pro-
cedures.

The simplest form of group charter is a Unix-style
Access Control List (ACL). Most flavors of Unix in-
clude a group ACL in the “etc/group” file. This file,
typically manipulated only by the superuser, lists all
local groups and their respective membership. The
Unix scenario is very restrictive since: 1) group ACL
is a static entity, 2) membership in all groups is con-
trolled by a single authority, and 3) group ACL is only
meaningful within one Unix system or site. However,
we note that the Unix approach was motivated by the
need to control access to local resources such as files
and printers.1 Therefore, Unix-style groups are just a
convenient abstraction that simplifies resource ACLs
such as file read permissions. In fact, Unix groups
are more akin to roles in Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) [27].

This is very different from the setting where group
members communicate and the communication itself
is the primary resource that must be protected. In

1Also, the entire user/account population is well-known in
Unix.

our case, admission control can take many flavors and,
while the explicit ACL-based approach is viable for
some peer groups, other, more dynamic admission poli-
cies must be considered.

We argue that group charter, though necessary, is
insufficient for effective peer group admission control.
The missing element is the entity that can certify (or
vouch for) group admission. This entity which we refer
to as Group Authority or GAUTH for short, is autho-
rized to issue Group Membership Certificates (GMC-
s). A GAUTH may be specific to a group or group-
independent, i.e, it may serve a single or multiple groups.
One natural GAUTH example is a Certification Au-
thority (CA) or its delegate. Another example is the
group itself, collectively, and yet another is the group
founder. (For example, a group started by Alice and
named appropriately – say, “Alice.friends” – might spec-
ify Alice as the GAUTH in the group charter.) How-
ever, as will be discussed later in the paper, the group
itself is not always a practical choice for a GAUTH.

We distinguish among three key stages of group ad-
mission. The first stage is the creation of the group
charter. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the
group charter is always signed by an external off-line
authority, most likely a CA, at group creation time.
The second stage consists of the interaction between a
prospective member and the group. Before attempting
to join the group, a prospective member must, at the
very least, know the group name. The next step is ob-
taining the group charter. A natural place to obtain
it is from the group itself. Another possibility – espe-
cially, if the group is fully asynchronous and no current
member is on-line – is to obtain the group charter from
a directory service that already serves as the distribu-
tion point for other certificate types, e.g., LDAP [34].

The last stage is the interaction between the new
group member and the GAUTH. Before approaching
the GAUTH, a new member is assumed to have sat-
isfied all requirements for admission. The GAUTH’s
function is thus mechanical: it checks that admission
requirements are indeed satisfied and, if so, issues a
GMC.

Of course, we omitted the most important issue –
the group admission process itself. This is done on
purpose since the admission process can vary widely
among different groups. The rest of this paper focuses
on the exploration of various peer group admission pro-
cesses.

3 Notation and Components

We now briefly summarize the notation and formats
used in the rest of the paper.

MA
b denotes a group member; the superscript refers



to the group in question (e.g., “Poker.Players”) and
the subscript denotes the actual identity of the mem-
ber (e.g., “Alice” or “Bob”). Certb refers to the public
key identity certificate (PKC) issued by a recognized
certification authority (CA). It binds a name (in the
subscript) to a public key.2 GCA is our notation for
the group charter of the group referred to in the su-
perscript. As mentioned above, this is essentially an
attribute certificate. GAUTHA is the identity (Distin-
guished Name) of the group authority for the group
referred to in the superscript. Finally, GMCA

b is the
group membership certificate for the group (A) issued
to an entity (b) by the group authority GAUTHA.

A group charter, GCA, must contain at least the
following information:
GN - Group Name, GAUTH - Group Authority Name,
APT - Admission Policy Type (see below), IN - Issuer
Name (signer) of GCA, and SIG - signature of the is-
suer of GCA. In the above, names can be assumed
to follow, for example, the X.500 Distinguished Name
(DN) syntax.

APT reflects the admission policy type for the spec-
ified group. We identify the following types (keeping
in mind that the list is not exhaustive):

• APT ACL: explicit Access Control List (ACL) con-
taining a set of names (or PKC serial numbers,
or both) of entities allowed to join the group. A
negative ACL (NACL), i.e., a list of entities not
allowed to join, is very similar and can be easily
accommodated as well as any combination of the
two.

• APT GAUTH: admission control at the discretion of
the group authority. Here, the GAUTH can be
the group founder, CA or a trusted third party
(TTP).

• APT GROUP: Access control by group members. This
is further categorized into:

APT Group.Static requires a fixed number (thresh-
old) of sponsors for admission. Whenever the
number of current members falls below the thresh-
old, special exception policy must be used.

APT Group.Dynamic requires a certain fraction
(percentage) of current members sponsoring ad-
mission. This policy type must also include the
“bootstrap” rules for admitting at least the first
member.

APT Group.Hybrid a blend of APT Group.Static
and APT Group.Dynamic models.

As mentioned earlier, a group membership certificate
(GMCA

B ) for group A can be issued to a new member
2X.509v3 certificates can be used for this purpose [1].

B by the group authority GAUTHA only if B conforms
to the group charter and can produce evidence to that
effect.

We note that a GMC is not always necessary. If the
APT field specifies APT ACL, there is no need for GMC-
s, since any entity whose name is explicitly listed on the
ACL can prove group membership by demonstrating
knowledge (e.g., by signing a message) of a private key
corresponding to a public key which is, in turn, bound
to the said name in a regular PKC. Furthermore, a
GMC is not always meant to be made public whenever
proof of group membership is required. For example,
group membership might be anonymous, in which case
a member would only prove possession of a valid GMC
instead of revealing it. This is not difficult to achieve
with advanced cryptographic techniques such as iden-
tity escrow [19] and group signatures [9].

4 Dimensions of Group Access Control

We now turn to the discussion of the important di-
mensions in peer group admission control.
Membership Dynamics: Group membership dynam-
ics can influence the basic design of group admission
control mechanisms. We consider both static and dy-
namic groups. In a static group, the information about
all prospective group members is known in advance.
This information may include details such as names of
all group members or blanket requirements for mem-
bership (e.g., anyone can be a member as long as they
have an X.509 PKC issued by the University of Cali-
fornia). In the former case, admission control can be
based on ACLs, e.g., Kerberos-style access control [23]
can be used. The latter case may be implemented via
static group policy (which can be viewed as a type of an
ACL). In a dynamic group setting, membership might
be impossible to enumerate, either explicitly (e.g., via
an ACL) or implicitly (e.g., via an attribute or a set
thereof). We believe that the dynamic membership
case is particularly interesting since it is an important
trend among current peer group applications, such as
Gnutella.
Membership Awareness and On-Line Presence:
Some on-line peer group applications, notably those
requiring reliable group communication, mandate con-
stant awareness of group membership, e.g., Totem, Ho-
rus and Transis [2, 26, 3]. Others are asynchronous,
such as mailing lists and Gnutella, and do not even
announce membership changes. Since our admission
control framework aims to cover most possible group
settings, we do not make any assumption regarding
membership awareness. In other words, an entity is
only required to know whether it is a member of a
particular group and should be able to prove mem-



bership. For the same reason, we are also not con-
cerned with the on-line presence of all group members.
(This can be problematic if the number of current mem-
bers needs to be known in order to perform admis-
sion according to a dynamic group admission policy
(APT Group.Dynamic) which requires sponsorship by a
certain fraction of group members.)
Group Lifetime: The longevity of a group is an im-
portant factor in admission control. A solution appro-
priate for long-term group will be likely unsuitable for
a short-term group. In the former, group membership
may need to be revoked for the usual reasons, whereas,
revocation is not nearly as important in a short-term
group. Also, we note that a typical short-term group
would not need codified admission control policy or
mechanisms. (Especially considering that the initial
signed group charter must be obtained from an off-line
CA.) Spurious peer groups are therefore more likely
to adopt some ad hoc admission policy. Consequently,
from here on, we focus on medium- to long-term peer
groups.
GAUTH Placement: Group admission decisions can
be made internally, by one or more group members, or
by an external entity. Assuming an external entity can
be viewed as a violation of the peer nature of a group.
However, for practical purposes – mostly because of
the need to issue GMC-s – we may need to require
an external GAUTH. An off-line GAUTH is preferable
since an on-line GAUTH prompts the usual concerns
with it being a single point of failure and a natural
attack target.
GAUTH Composition: Admission decisions can be
made by a single or multiple entities. When performed
by a group founder, a TTP (e.g., Kerberos [23]), or a
CA [13], mechanisms tend to be uncomplicated since
only a single party has to support a new member’s
admission. However, we also envisage group admission
policies requiring, e.g., support of a certain number of
group members. This can take on the form of voting
where, for example, simple majority (or some other
percentage) is required for admission. Alternatively, a
fixed number of sponsors might be required. In either
case, all group members collectively form the GAUTH.
Mechanisms in support of such multi-party GAUTH
admission are clearly more challenging and interesting.

5 Peer Group Admission Control

In this section, we introduce and discuss four mod-
els for peer group admission control. The first three
require an outside GAUTH for all admission decisions
while, in the fourth, the group members themselves
play the GAUTH role.

Admission via Public ACL: In this simplest sce-
nario, potential group membership is enumerated a pri-
ori, i.e., all members are known at the time of group
charter creation. The group charter becomes essen-
tially a signed ACL and, as alluded to above, no ex-
plicit membership certificates are needed. There is also
no need for a GAUTH since group admission is based
on a public ACL contained in a (signed) GC.

When two (or more) group members communicate,
they can simply sign all messages after exchanging their
PKC-s. Any message signed by an entity whose PKC
is listed on the ACL is then deemed as emanating from
a valid group member. (Of course, a message also has
to be intended for the group, but that is a different
matter altogether.) This approach is the most trivial
as it requires neither an on-line TTP nor any real ad-
mission protocol. The main problem issue here is the
inflexibility due to static membership.

Admission by GAUTH: In this case, admission is
performed by a GAUTH who ultimately issues a GMC
to each incoming member. We stress that the admis-
sion process and the issuance of a GMC is performed by
the same party, the GAUTH (who acts as both judge
and jury). Naturally, the GAUTH must be trusted by
all current and prospective members. To make the ad-
mission process efficient, the GAUTH has to be on-line
(continuously present and available) and be resistant
to hostile attacks. An on-line GAUTH is thus attrac-
tive for synchronous peer groups. A special case of an
on-line GAUTH is the group founder or an otherwise
designated member. A variation on the theme is admis-
sion by any one of multiple GAUTH-s (”OR” clause)
listed in the group charter.3

Having an off-line GAUTH (e.g., co-located with a
CA) would bring the usual benefits but would slow
down the admission process. An off-line GAUTH is
only appropriate for asynchronous groups.

Admission by Members: If the group charter
stipulates admission by the group (APT GROUP), things
get more interesting. We distinguish between static
and dynamic thresholds. (Hybrids are also possible
but we do not discuss them here.) A static threshold
is essentially a t-out-of-n model where t is fixed and n
(current group size) varies over time. A special “fall-
back” policy must be included in the group charter for
the to handle admission whenever the population drops
below the threshold (n < t). The steps common to all
schemes where admission is done by the group are as
follows:

3Yet another variation is a GAUTH represented by a fixed
size subset of an explicitly listed set of members.



Step 1. Join Request: A prospective mem-
ber Mnew first sends a join request to the group.
This message is signed by Mnew and contains, among
other values, Mnew’s certificate (Certnew) and the tar-
get group name (say, “Geeks”). How this request is
transported to the group is application-dependent. Note
also that Mnew’s certificate does not have to be an iden-
tity certificate; it could well be a group membership
certificate for another group.

Step 2. Voting: Upon receipt of the join request,
a group member first extracts the sender’s PKC and
verifies the signature. If a voting member approves
of admission it replies to Mnew with a signed (and
well-typed) message. The particulars of the signature
scheme depend on the group charter (see below). Thresh-
old signatures, group signatures, subgroup multisigna-
tures as well as plain individual signatures are some of
the possible techniques.

Step 3. GMC Request: Once enough votes
are collected (according to the group charter GCGeeks),
Mn sends a signed GMC request message to GAUTHGeeks

which includes (at least) its PKC, group name, and the
collection of votes.

Step 4. GMC Issuance: Upon receiving the
request, GAUTHGeeks verifies the request (including
the PKC and the signature), the individual votes con-
tained therein and conformance to the group charter.
Finally, if all checks succeed, the GAUTH issues a new
GMCGeeks

new to Mnew.

Armed with a new membership certificate Mnew can
act as a bona fide group member. To prove membership
to another party (within or outside the group) Mnew

simply signs a message (challenge) to that effect. An
important issue has to do with the nature of the signa-
ture scheme that is used to prove membership, which
is of course tied in with the nature of of a membership
certificate.

Group Acting As Its Own GAUTH? It is worth
exploring whether the group itself issue membership
certificates. We argue that, even though group ad-
mission is conducted by group members themselves, a
distinct group authority must issue group membership
certificates.

If each group member votes to admit Mnew, the lat-
ter can collate the necessary number of votes and use
that as evidence of membership. However, if the num-
ber of required votes is large, this can become unscal-
able. A more important observation is that:

Each current member’s vote must itself be
accompanied by a proof of membership.

This is a classic example of the “chicken-and-egg” prob-
lem.

Cryptographic techniques are available that would
allow a certain number of group members to collec-
tively issue a (single) membership certificate. For ex-
ample, robust threshold signatures can be used for that
purpose [15]. However, most – if not all – such tech-
niques are geared towards static groups. Any subgroup
of at least t members (out of n total) can sign on behalf
of a group while both t and n are fixed. A change of
either (or both) t or n usually requires all members to
interact with a trusted dealer. (There are some excep-
tions as in the case when n shrinks but remains greater
than t.) We discuss this further in Section 6 below.

5.1 Summary

Of the three group admission approaches discussed
thus far, the first (ACL-based) is by far the simplest. A
major drawback is its inflexibility. The second (GAUTH-
based) is more flexible but introduces reliance on a
third party (external or internal) whose constant pres-
ence and security can become problematic. In addi-
tion, the need for a third party can be viewed as a vi-
olation of the peer nature of the group. In contrast,
the last approach involves admission control by the
members themselves which is certainly in the spirit
of peer groups. On the other hand, mechanisms for
group-based admission are more complicated, requir-
ing multi-party and, often, multi-round, protocols. We
believe that this is where the challenge lies and, there-
fore, focus on group-based admission in the rest of this
paper.

6 Admission by Voting

As discussed earlier, different flavors of voting may
be used for admisson by peers depending on the par-
ticular group admission policy.

Fixed: the minimum number of votes (say, k) re-
quired for admission is constant throughout the group’s
lifetime. The problem with this policy is when the to-
tal number of group members is less than k. In this
case, special admission rules are necessary.

Dynamic: the minimum number of votes is a frac-
tion of the number of current group members. The
main problem here is the need to securely and reli-
ably determining the number of current group mem-
bers. This is a harder problem than it seems since
the members themselves cannot be relied upon to keep
track of the current membership count. (Otherwise, we
would need a group communication system providing
strong membership semantics. This would restrict us
to on-line, synchronous groups.)



Hybrid: many hybrid variations of Fixed and Dy-
namic policies are possible. One straightforward exam-
ple is to use a fixed voting when the number of group
members is small (less than some threshold t) and dy-
namic voting otherwise. It is just as viable to reverse
this strategy. We note that in either case there remains
the nagging issue of determining the current group size.

7 Sorting out Signature Schemes

Regardless of the admission policy type, voting can
be realized with different digital signature techniques.
There are many candidate schemes that vary in effi-
ciency, security properties and other aspects. We now
discuss their characteristics on the basis of which suit-
able signature schemes can be selected for specific peer
group admission settings.

7.1 Plain Digital Signatures

Plain digital signature are a natural and default can-
didate for peer group access control. They can be used
for all policy types. In the admission policy specifies
APT ACL, a prospective member presents its identity
PKC along with a signature proving knowledge of the
corresponding private key. If the said PKC is listed in
the ACL, admission is self-evident and no group mem-
bership certificate is needed.

In case of APT GAUTH, a GAUTH ultimately issues
a GMC to the new member. As part of the issuance
procedure, the member (or GAUTH or both) gener-
ate a signature key-pair which subsequently serves as
this member’s group-specific membership key. If the
GAUTH does not refer to the member’s name (or its
PKC) in the GMC, the group member is anonymous
to everyone except the GAUTH, i.e., its identity as a
group member is divorced its “real” identity.

Using plain signatures with APT GROUP is also very
easy. In both static and dynamic cases, a group mem-
ber simply signs an applicant’s join request. An im-
portant advantage is that each current member can
sign the join request asynchronously, i.e., the admis-
sion process does not require coordination among cur-
rent members; the applicant can approach each mem-
ber at its own leisure and gradually collect the re-
quired number of votes. The main drawback is the need
to retain a linear number of votes before approaching
the GAUTH. Also, a separate signature verification for
each vote can amount to significant overhead.

7.2 Threshold Signatures

Another promising direction is to use a threshold sig-
nature scheme as the admission mechanism. Threshold

cryptography was introduced by Desmedt and Frankel
[12]. In a (k, n) threshold scheme, a secret is split by a
trusted dealer into n shares. Each share is given to a
member and the secret can be reconstructed whenever
at least k members pool their shares [29]. One typical
application is the protection of the CA’s private key.
An attacker must compromise t members in order to
produce valid signatures. Modern threshold signature
schemes do not require reconstruction of the secret key;
instead, function sharing is used to compute signatures.

Threshold schemes are only applicable to APT GROUP
admission policy since neither APT ACL nor APT GAUTH
involve voting or collective participation by current
group members. Also, threshold signatures are use-
ful only for group admission; they are not a means for
proving group membership.

Many flavors of threshold signatures have been pro-
posed, e.g., verifiable [10], proactive [8] and robust [15].
However, we are mainly interested in the semantics and
the architectural components of these schemes. In par-
ticular, the ability to change either (or both) k and n
is crucial for the APT GROUP.Dynamic policy type.
Fixed Threshold: We restrict our discussion to thresh-
old RSA signatures since the other alternative (DSS)
requires multiple rounds and coordination among sign-
ers. In the simplest threshold RSA scheme, each mem-
ber has a secret share originally assigned by the dealer.
When Mnew requests to join, each available current
member Mi (who favors admission) sends a partial sig-
nature to Mnew. Unfortunately, Mnew is unable to
compose the signature even when it collects k votes
since it cannot compute Lagrange coefficients. One
solution is for the new member to forward the set of
partial signatures to some trusted dealer who would
construct and return the threshold signature. If the
trusted dealer is also the GAUTH, this is a relatively
efficient approach since the membership certificate can
be issued simultaneously. (If the GAUTH is a distinct
entity, more communication rounds would be neces-
sary.)

An alternative is the scheme due to Frankel, et al.
[14] where all members compute partial votes, includ-
ing Lagrange coefficients. The new member only needs
to multiply partial votes to obtain the whole signa-
ture. A problem with this approach is that the group
member needs to know the parties who will take part in
voting. This requires two extra communication rounds.
Dynamic Threshold: There have been a few results
in threshold signatures where the threshold is dynamic.
One such technique was proposed in [14]. It uses proac-
tive cryptography to dynamically adjust the threshold
(t). This scheme can be modified to adhere to the gen-
eral protocol described in Section 5. However, it re-
quires multiple communication rounds and simultane-



ous on-line presence of all signers. Incidentally, proac-
tivity also requires periodic re-freshing which further
intensifies the on-line presence requirement.

Some recent results show that it is possible to avoid
the dealer (most of the time) by distributing its role
among the members themselves. Kong, et al. [21] pro-
posed a fully distributed (k, n) threshold signature scheme
with a fixed k. During initialization, a trusted dealer is
involved in generating an RSA modulus n and a secret
function f(x) where f(ID) is distributed among each
of the k members. (Exactly how these first k mem-
bers are admitted is unclear.) At the admission stage,
when a candidate requests to join, each member signs
a partial certificate using its Lagrange coefficient and
a secret share. The candidate then computes its new
GMC and obtains its secret share.

This scheme can be viewed as an ideal solution for
peer group access control. mainly because it offers min-
imal TTP involvement and the GAUTH is represented
by the group itself. However, certificate issuance is still
an on-line, coordinated multi-round protocol; also, the
certificate issuers cannot be traced.

7.3 Accountable Subgroup Multisignatures

Another signature type potentially useful for peer
group admission control is called “Accountable Sub-
group Multisignatures” (ASM) originally proposed by
Ohta, et al. [24]. An ASM scheme enables any sub-
group, S, of a given group, G, of potential signers, to
sign efficiently in a way that the signature provably
reveals the identities of all individual signers to any
verifier.

Ohta, et al. take advantage of the homomorphic
property of Schnorr signatures [28] to construct an effi-
cient ASM scheme. We briefly summarize the protocol
below. (A detailed description can be found in [24].)

To sign a message (a join request in our context),
each current group member sends a partial commit-
ment to the verifier. The verifier multiplies k commit-
ments to obtain the joint commitment which is then
sent – along with a challenge – to the k members. The
joint commitment contains the names of all participat-
ing members. The members compute and return par-
tial signatures back to the verifier (prospective mem-
ber). Finally, the verifier constructs a complete signa-
ture by summing up the partial signatures.

The verification phase in this scheme requires only
two modular exponentiation and k modular multiplica-
tion, since an ASM is effectively the same as a regular
Schnorr signature. This is very efficient since, other-
wise, k verifications would be performed. Another no-
table feature of ASMs is the full accountability of sign-
ers. Unlike threshold signatures, no dealer is assumed.

However, a GAUTH is still needed to issue GMC-s,
since otherwise, certificates of all signers (sponsors)
must be presented in order to prove membership. This
can become very complicated in a dynamic group.

7.4 Group Signatures

In a group signature scheme (e.g., [9, 7]) all group
members are peers and any member can sign on behalf
of the group in an anonymous and unlinkable manner.
Unlinkability is generally a desirable feature, but it im-
plies that accountability is hard to achieve. It is, how-
ever, not impossible since group signature schemes in-
clude a provision that allows a designated entity (Group
Manager) to open a signature and identify the actual
signer. The same Group Manager is also the entity
issuing membership certificates. (Except that in this
setting, certificates are never revealed as part of sign-
ing.)

The only glitch with group signatures is that, as
specified, they do not provide a means to distinguish
among signers. More precisely, it computationally hard
to decide whether two group signatures are produced
by the same, or two distinct, signers. Fortunately, sim-
ple add-on techniques have been proposed to address
this issue. For example Ateniese, et al. [5] illustrate
a simple extension scheme for group signatures to ob-
tain sub-group signatures (where the number of dis-
tinct signers is evident).

7.5 Feature Summary

The signature schemes discussed thus far offer very
different alternatives for peer group admission control.
Table 1 summarizes their key features. (Some infor-
mation in the table is redundant, e.g., the accountabil-
ity and uninkability columns are each other’s comple-
ments. We list them separately since – depending on
the setting – each can be a desirable or an undesirable
feature.)

Plain, ASM and group signatures can be also used
for proving membership once the admission is over,
whereas, threshold signatures cannot. Plain and group
signatures are the most general in that neither on-line
presence of all signers nor membership awareness is
necessary. This is important for asynchronous, off-line
groups such as mailing lists and file sharing communi-
ties.

Only conventional digital signatures and ASMs di-
rectly identify the sponsors/signers. Signers’ account-
ability is impossible with threshold signatures and pos-
sible, but awkward, in group signatures. (We remark
that accountability is not always desired.) The lat-
ter two offer inherently different semantics: threshold



Key Features
Signature Prove On-line Membership Accountability Anonymity Unlinkability

Type membership presence awareness

Plain YES NO NO YES YES NO
ASM-s YES YES YES YES YES NO

Threshold fixed NO YES NO NO YES YES
Threshold dynamic NO YES YES NO YES YES

Group YES NO NO NO* YES YES*

Table 1. Admission Control Signature Mechanisms: Feature Summary

schemes require a certain number of signers sign a mes-
sage jointly, while group signatures allow any member
to sign anonymously and untraceably on behalf of the
group.

ASMs and plain signatures cannot be made unlink-
able in contrast to threshold and group signatures where
unlinkability is built in. All schemes can offer anonymity
(actually, pseudonymity) provided that the member-
ship certificate is not tied in directly with the member’s
PKC. (The member’s identity within the group does
not have to relate to its identity outside the group.)

Plain digital signatures rely on each signer having its
own key-pair which is independently generated. The
same independence of key generation applies to ASM
schemes. In contrast, threshold and group signature
schemes entail a complicated setup phase and a non-
trivial join procedure. Moreover, the complex setup
does not eliminate the need for having specific key ma-
terial for signing messages within the group.

8 Related Work

The Antigone [22] project is the closest related work.
Antigone includes a flexible framework for secure group
communication and utilizes a centralized admission ap-
proach geared primarily towards secure multicast sce-
narios. Antigone offers flexible mechanisms for defining
policies about membership, application messages and
other aspects.

In Antigone, member admission is mediated by a
Session Leader (SL) which interacts with the TTP (that
operates on-line) in order to admit a new member. The
TTP shares a symmetric key both with the SL and
every potential new member. (The TTP acts like a
Kerberos AS/TGS). Everyone is expected to know in
advance the identity of the SL.

There have been other efforts to develop standard
frameworks for creating peer-to-peer applications, for
example, JXTA [31] (an open-source project initiated
by SUN) and Peer-to-Peer Trusted Library (PtPTL),
also an open-source project sponsored by INTEL [32].
JXTA uses SSL/TLS as its security mechanism while
PtPTL supports a wide variety of options. There is also

an active working group within the IETF (P2PWG)
[33] created with the charter to facilitate and acceler-
ate the advancement of common mechanisms peer-to-
peer computing. One of the documents produced by
P2PWG is an internet draft addressing the security re-
quirements for peer-to-peer applications; it identifies
authorization as one of the major issues.

Some of the mechanisms discussed in this paper are
akin to limited forms of voting. Electronic voting schemes
have been extensively studied starting with the semi-
nal work of Benaloh [6]. Most approaches are based on
mix-nets, homomorphic encryption [11] or blind signa-
tures [25]. Usually, voting schemes must satisfy many
different requirements, e.g., privacy, anonymity, un-
linkability, un-coerceability and, more recently, receipt-
freeness [16]. However, the framework proposed in this
paper, does not deal with secret-ballot election. In-
stead we focused on mechanisms for registering limited
consensus about a particular event type: new member
admission.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we motivated the importance admis-
sion control in dynamic peer groups. This work rep-
resents an only initial attempt to construct an admis-
sion control framework suitable for different flavors of
peer groups and match them with appropriate crypto-
graphic techniques and protocols. We examined vari-
ous dimensions of admission control, discussed several
cryptographic techniques and assessed their applicabil-
ity.

There remain many items for future work. In partic-
ular, revocation of group membership is left untouched
in this paper. While relatively well-understood in reg-
ular PKI settings, revocation of group membership has
not been adequately investigated in more complicated
settings such as threshold signatures. In group signa-
tures, a few recent results yield rather inefficient revo-
cation methods, e.g., [30].

Some of the assertions and observations (especially
about the efficiency of various signatures schemes) made
in this paper are not clear-cut and cannot be proven



without some experimental results. To this end, we are
developing a toolkit to support common peer group ad-
mission policy types (ACL-based, GAUTH-based and
group-based) and measure their performance in realis-
tic peer group settings.

In group environments where secure any-to-any com-
munication among all members is needed, group ad-
mission needs to be tightly integrated with group key
management. Only then can the total overhead of join-
ing a peer group be measured.
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